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Abstract
As memory requirements grow, and advances in memory
technology slow, the availability of sufficient main memory
is increasingly the bottleneck in large compute clusters. One
solution to this is memory disaggregation, where jobs can
remotely access memory on other servers, or far memory.
This paper first presents faster swapping mechanisms and a
far memory-aware cluster scheduler that make it possible to
support far memory at rack scale. Then, it examines the con-
ditions under which this use of far memory can increase job
throughput. We find that while far memory is not a panacea,
for memory-intensive workloads it can provide performance
improvements on the order of 10% or more even without
changing the total amount of memory available.
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1 Introduction
The rising popularity of in-memory workloads such as ma-
chine learning applications and key-value stores is causing
memory demands in compute clusters to grow rapidly [14].
At the same time, because of the end of Moore’s law, DRAM
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manufacturers are struggling to achieve higher storage densi-
ties and lower per-storage-unit costs [40, 44]. Taken together,
these two developments cause main memory to increasingly
be the bottleneck when operating compute clusters [24, 43].
Memory disaggregation, which has been the subject of

both academic research [2, 30, 34, 41, 48, 49, 58] and commer-
cial projects [6, 19, 20], is one way to address the memory
bottleneck, as it allows compute nodes to access memory at
remote nodes; wewill call this farmemory.While farmemory
does not reduce the total amount of memory needed to run
individual jobs, nor does it make memory cheaper or more
dense, far memory does mean that jobs need not be restricted
to localmemory but instead can utilizememory that is located
elsewhere in the cluster. This works around the “memory ca-
pacity wall” [48] and increases the extent to which memory
can be shared efficiently across jobs.
While there has been previous work investigating how

far memory can impact individual jobs [34], there has been
limited work on how effective far memory is in actually in-
creasing job throughput, or equivalently, in reducing job
makespans for a cluster workload: that is the issue we ad-
dress in this paper. There are many ways one can support far
memory, including making the local memory in each server
available for remote use. However, for specificity and simplic-
ity, we consider one particular model of memory disaggre-
gation: using one or more “memory servers” to support all
far memory, while all other servers in the cluster use their
memory to support local jobs.
There are twomain barriers to making far memory prac-

tical. The first barrier lies in how one designs the swapping
mechanisms needed to access far memory, as existing sys-
tems [30, 34, 47] that swap over RDMA suffer from poor la-
tency and throughput due to head-of-line blocking, and to
handling interrupts and page reclamation on the critical path
of page fault resolution. We have designed a Linux swap sys-
tem, called Fastswap, that is optimized to use far memory
through RDMA. Like other swap systems, it is transparent
both to applications and developers. In addition, it interacts
directly with Linux control groups [5], allowing Fastswap to
enforce localmemory allocations. Fastswap prevents head-of-
line blocking by steering page fetches on the critical path to a
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separate queue. Further, it reduces delays on the critical path
by polling for completions of critical page operations and by
offloading memory reclaim to a dedicated CPU. As a result,
Fastswap achieves remote page access latencies of <5us , en-
abling applications to access far memory at 10 Gbps with one
thread, and 25 Gbps with multiple threads. Infiniswap [34] is
the closest related work, and Fastswap’s bandwidth is 1.51×
(with one thread) and 2.54× (with multiple threads) higher
than Infiniswap with disabled backup disk.

The second barrier lies in howone decides how to split each
job’s memory demands between local memory and far mem-
ory. The use of far memory is, to some extent, a bin-packing
problem: how do you process a workload most quickly with a
given amount of localmemory on each server and a large pool
of remotememory,andwhereeach jobmustbeassigneda total
amount ofmemory (local and remote) that fully satisfies its re-
quirements? To this end, we designed a farmemory-aware
cluster scheduler that leverages far memory to improve job
throughput. When a new job arrives, the scheduler can place
the job on a server that initially has insufficient available local
memory to handle all jobs assigned to it. Our scheduler then
reduces the localmemory used by some of the existing jobs on
that server, and uses far memory to ensure that all jobs have
access to enough total memory. It is far from clear that such
a strategy is beneficial, as using far memory inevitably slows
down individual jobs (since accessing far memory is signif-
icantly slower than accessing local memory). However, using
far memory can also enable more jobs to simultaneously run
on a single server, albeit more slowly, which might increase
overall throughput.We have studied this trade off extensively,
and report on when the use of far memory increases overall
throughput, and how this compares to merely increasing the
amount of local memory. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first systematic exploration of these questions.
The combination of the improved swap system Fastswap

and the cluster scheduler provides support for cluster-wide
farmemory, whichwe call CFM.While we do not have a large
devoted cluster available to us, we used a cluster simulator
(validated with runs on a real nine-node cluster) to explore
what happens on a rack of 40 servers.Wefind that farmemory
is not a panacea; if the memory demands are substantially
larger than available memory, then better performance is
achieved by increasing the local memory per-server rather
than by adding an equivalent amount of memory to a shared
far memory server. However, we find that far memory pro-
vides significant benefits in two key scenarios on a single
rack: (1) If the workloads are memory intensive (i.e., memory
availability rather than core availability is the bottleneck),
convertingacomputenode intoa farmemoryservercanresult
(for the casewe studied) in roughly 10% improved throughput
compared to the original rack, even though both rack con-
figurations have the same amount of total memory. (2) If an
operator wishes tomoderately increasememory capacity in a
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Figure 1. An example server platform with two sockets;
each has two memory controllers, six memory channels,
and twelvememory DIMM slots [17].

rack, addingmemory to amemory server allows forfinergran-
ularity increases which still result in significant performance
improvements, whereas upgrading the local memory in each
server can only be done in much larger (and therefore more
expensive) increments (as we discuss in the next section).
We have made available our Linux kernel modifications

and drivers, far memory-aware scheduler, and simulator at
https://github.com/clusterfarmem.

2 Context
Asmemory requirements for datacenter applications increase
steadily,memorycomprises anever larger fractionof the costs
of operating adatacenter [43, 44, 50].As a result, cluster opera-
tors face difficult choices in how to provisionmemory in their
datacenters. In this sectionwe provide context aboutmemory
provisioning, and state the assumptions of the deployment
scenarios we consider.

2.1 Memory Provisioning

It is important to remember that localmemorycanonlybepro-
visioned at a coarse granularity. As an example, consider the
memory configuration of a recent 2-socket Intel platform [17].
As Figure 1 shows, each socket has 2memory controllers, each
memory controller has 3 channels, and each channel has 2
slots for memory modules, or DIMMs, making a total of 24
possible DIMM slots. DIMM sizes are typically powers of 2:
4 GB, 8 GB, 16 GB, and so on. However, one cannot efficiently
use arbitrary numbers and combinations of DIMMs in the
same server. Because of the way that processors interleave
memory accesses, configurations that are “unbalanced” yield
significantly lower memory bandwidth. For example, using
1 DIMM on each memory controller yields only 35% of the
maximum systemmemory bandwidth [4, 17, 28].

The guidelines for balancing memory to achieve full mem-
ory bandwidth are the following: (1) all memory channels
should have the same total memory capacity and (2) all mem-
ory controllers should have the same configuration of DIMMs
(number and sizes of DIMMs 1) [17]. Therefore, in Figure 1,

1In addition, all populated memory channels should have the same number
of ranks. A rank is a block of memory and memory controllers interleave
accesses to different ranks.

https://github.com/clusterfarmem
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all slot 0s must have the samememory capacity and all slot
1s must have the same memory capacity.

Achieving balanced configurations limits the granularity
at which memory can be initially provisioned, and also con-
strains the granularity at which memory can be upgraded
if memory requirements change over time. For example, if
we originally installed 192 GB of memory with twelve 16
GB DIMMs (one per channel), the smallest memory upgrade
we could performwould be to add twelve 4 GB DIMMs (one
per channel), representing a 25% increase in total memory
capacity. If we then wanted to increase our memory capacity
again at a later point, the smallest memory upgrade would
involve discarding the 4 GB DIMMs and replacing themwith
8 GB DIMMs (purchasing 40%more memory to increase our
capacity by 20%). Worse, if we had originally installed 192 GB
of memory by filling all twenty-four DIMMs in our platform
with 8 GB DIMMs, the next memory upgrade would require
us to discard 96 GB and buy twelve 16 GB DIMMs, resulting
in 288 GB, a 50% upgrade from the original.

Thus, if you can only provision memory per-machine, the
constraints on memory configurations require that you op-
erate at significantly reduced memory bandwidth (which re-
sults in unacceptable performance) or else only increase your
memory capacity at a very coarse granularity, yielding over
or under-provisioning as memory demands change gradually
over time [55, 61]. If we measure the granularity of memory
upgrades in memory per core in the cluster, far memory can
be upgraded at much finer granularity than local memory,
despite obeying the same memory balancing constraints, be-
cause the added memory is shared by a much larger number
of cores.

2.2 Deployment Scenarios

In this paper we are not primarily considering green-field
deployments where an operator can assess their workload’s
memory requirements and then determine the most cost-
effective way tomeet them. Our results do shed some light on
green-field scenarios– inparticular showing that formemory-
intensiveworkloads on a single rack, it is better to convert one
compute server into a farmemory server – but ourmain focus
ison incrementallyupgradingexistingdeployments.Basedon
what we have heard from operators (these are not operators
of hyperscale datacenters, but more reflective of smaller com-
mercial datacenters found in many businesses), their existing
datacenters tend to have all DIMM slots currently filled. This
makeseconomic sense, because thecostperunitofmemory in-
creaseswithDIMMcapacity, so the cheapestway to provision
a given amount of memory is to use all available DIMM slots.
Considering a single rack that has been provisioned this

way, how should an operator respond when the memory
demands of their workloads exceed what the rack can accom-
modate? As described above, upgrading thememory in all the

servers in a rack can be done only at a coarse granularity (in
terms of the ratio of memory to cores), whereas far memory
can be added at a finer granularity. Our goal, in this paper, is
to explore how these options compare.

To the best of our knowledge, datacenter operators ranging
from small to medium prefer upgrading whole fleets at once.
We do not consider the case where local memory is upgraded
on a subset of the rack for two reasons: (1) we believe it would
be challenging to manage memory-heterogeneous racks for
operational reasons, and (2) we believe far memory would be
better at avoiding memory over and under-provisioning due
to static partitioning of memory across machines.
While far memory has the potential to improve cluster

throughput, this comes at the cost of slower runtimes for
individual jobs. As such, we believe that far memory is best
suited for applications whose primary metric is job through-
put, rather than customer-facing or latency-sensitive appli-
cations; that is our focus in this paper.

3 CFMOverview
The goal of CFM is to enable clusters to improve their end-to-
end job throughput by leveraging far memory on dedicated
memory servers. Though prior work has explored mecha-
nisms to enable far memory and has demonstrated perfor-
mance benefits of individual jobs when they swap (e.g., [34]),
to the best of our knowledge, no priorwork has demonstrated
performance improvements with far memory at rack scale.
We focus on improving end-to-end makespan, or the time it
takes to finish executing a list of jobs. At a high level, CFM’s
approach (§3.1) bears similarities to priorwork, but CFMover-
comes several key challenges (§3.2) that make it difficult to
reap cluster-scale benefits from far memory today.

3.1 Approach

In CFM, applications utilize far memory via swapping over
RDMA. CFM enforces memory allocations using Linux con-
trol groups.
Swapping.Applications can leverage far memory in broadly
two ways: transparently (without application modifications),
or via explicit and potentially custom APIs [1, 23, 54, 59].
Though specialization has the potential to offer better perfor-
mance, large-scale cluster operators have claimed that special-
ization is impractical [43], as their clusters execute thousands
of heterogeneous workloads, and porting them to a different
memory hierarchy would take significant effort. Instead, sim-
ilar to Infiniswap [34], CFM realizes far memory with swap-
ping, an existing mechanism that extends virtual memory
beyond physically available memory. When a CPU accesses
a memory address in a page that is not present in physical
memory, a page fault is raised and the page fault handler trans-
parently fetches the contents of the page from swap space
into local memory. Traditionally swap space resided on disk
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and the resulting millisecond-scale access latencies induced
large andpoorly understoodperformance overheads onwork-
loads.However, swapping itself doesnot fundamentally entail
millisecond-scale latencies, and with today’s microsecond-
scale network latencies, swapping to far memory over the
network has the potential to yield good performance.
Cgroups. CFM enforces per-job limits on local memory con-
sumption using Linux control groups (cgroups) [5]. Cgroups
control the amount of physical memory allocated to a group
of processes andCFMuses the swap system to keep the excess
in far memory.
RDMA.CFMleveragesRDMAfor low-latencyaccess tomem-
ory on remote servers. CFM uses one-sided read and write
operations, which enable access tomemorywithout using the
remoteCPU. In general, RDMAoperations are submitted to lo-
cal queue pairs and are then processed by the local RDMANIC.
Once an operation has completed, the NIC posts a completion
to a completion queue; completion queues can be configured to
raise interrupts when completions arrive, or to remain silent
with the expectation that they will be polled. Traditionally
RDMAbypasses both the remote and local operating systems,
but RDMA also offers a kernel API for drivers to use; CFM
leverages this API for swapping pages over the network.

3.2 Challenges and Contributions

There are two main challenges to realizing cluster-scale ben-
efits from far memory: enabling far memory to be swapped
in quickly (§3.2.1) and deciding how to schedule jobs across
local and far memory (§3.2.2).

3.2.1 Fast Swapping. RDMA swap devices have been ex-
plored in prior works such as Infiniswap [34] and HPBD [47].
However, these approaches are unable to sustain the high
performance required by applications today, for three main
reasons:

1. To hide the I/O latency of future page faults, operating
systems typically implement page prefetching by fetch-
ing several pages on each page fault. Unfortunately, in
Linux the faulted page—the page currently required by
the application—may lie anywhere in the aligned win-
dow of pages to be prefetched. Existing systems fetch
all pages using a single queue pair per CPU (or worse,
a single queue pair for the whole swap system [47]),
so the faulted page may queue behind prefetch pages.
Processing each page to fetch can take a fewmicrosec-
onds due to memory allocation, so with Linux’s default
prefetch window size of 8, head-of-line blocking may
delay fault handling by tens of microseconds.

2. In existing systems that swap over RDMA, the CPU is
notified that an RDMA operation (e.g., a read of a re-
mote page) has completed via interrupts. This interrupt-
handling occurs on the critical path—before the page

fault handler is able to return to the application—and
can add 10 µs or more [13] to page fault handling.

3. After the contents of a faulted page are read into local
memory, the operating system charges the new page
to its cgroup by increasing its memory counter. If the
cgroup memory limit is exceeded, excess pages need
to be reclaimed. In contrast to system-wide reclaim in
Linux, memory reclaim in cgroups is always done di-
rectly, that is, before leaving the page fault handler and
returning to the application. Thus the entire process of
reclamation (finding pages to reclaim, writing them to
the swap device, and returning the pages to the kernel
for reuse) delays page fault resolution.

CFM introduces a faster swapping system called Fastswap
(§4) that overcomes all three of these challenges, enabling
CFM to achieve lower latency and higher throughput for re-
mote swap than existing systems such as Infiniswap (§6.4).

3.2.2 Cluster Scheduling. Many existing schedulers en-
able efficient sharing of cluster resources by scheduling jobs
across cores, memory, and other resources [31–33, 36, 51, 56,
61]. However, existing schedulers do not consider far mem-
ory; that is, they do not provide support for scheduling jobs
whose memory can be dynamically split across local and far
memory and they do not specify how to best allocate local
memory across multiple jobs sharing the samemachine. CFM
proposes a centralized far memory-aware scheduler (§5) that
considers far memory when assigning jobs to machines and
decides how to partition local memory across different jobs
in order to optimize makespan.

4 Fastswap
In this sectionwe describe Fastswap, our RDMA swap system.
Figure 2 shows its overall architecture and how it improves
upon existing components of the operating system.While pre-
vious research efforts [30, 34, 47] simply expose their RDMA
backend as a swap device, we found that enabling higher
swapping performance required modifications to the page
fault handler, swap system, and the cgroupmemory controller.
We implemented Fastswap by modifying approximately 300
lines of kernel code, andwith a newdevice driver in 1200 lines
of code for Linux 4.11.

Improving paging performance is challenging.Whilemany
systems focus on making improvements at millisecond time
scales [35, 46], our system strives to enablemicrosecond-scale
swapping. Most of the mechanisms we discuss in this section
occur while program execution is paused. Therefore, every
microsecond we save is a microsecond of compute time given
back to the application.
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Figure 2. Architecture of Fastswap.

4.1 RDMABackend

In Fastswap, the operating system interacts with the RDMA
NICusing the RDMAbackend.As shown in Figure 2, the back-
end isusedbyall swapoperation types: page faults, prefetches,
and memory reclaim. While prior research has exposed an
RDMA backend as a block device [34, 47], Fastswap uses the
Frontswap interface [3]. Frontswap is designed for swapping
at page granularity rather than supporting general block I/O
operations, and strives to minimize context-switches to other
tasks while swap operations complete.
Queue pairs. RDMA requests in a given queue pair are pro-
cessed in-order by NIC Processing Units [39]. If different
classes of swap operations share a queue, critical operations—
e.g., reads for faulted pages and writes for evicted pages—will
queue behind less urgent prefetch reads. Fastswap avoids
this head-of-line blocking by using two RDMA queue pairs
per CPU, one for operations on the critical path and one
for prefetches. Separating these operations into two queue
pairs enables Fastswap to handle their completions differ-
ently. Our RDMA backend configures interrupt completions
for prefetches, and disables them for critical operations (in-
dicated by int and poll in Figure 2); Fastswap polls for com-
pletions of critical operations instead.
Frontswap interface. Frontswap assumes its operations
complete synchronously [3], that is, control of execution re-
turns to the swap system only after the Frontswap operation
has completed. Therefore, it provides no mechanism to dis-
tinguish between operations that are on the critical path and
those that are not. Thus, Fastswap enhances the Frontswap
interface to distinguish between critical and non-critical oper-
ations, enabling the RDMA backend to steer requests to their
appropriate queue pair. In our modified Frontswap interface,
both types of operations return immediately after initiating

Figure 3. Page fault and prefetching with Fastswap.

their RDMA request. The modified swap system then polls
for completion of critical path operations, while non-critical
path operations trigger interrupts on completion.

4.2 Page Fault Handler

Fastswap modifies the page fault handler in two key ways.
First, it instructs the swap system to handle faulted pages
and prefetched pages differently, as described above. Second,
Fastswapmodifies the swap system to first read the faulted
page, followed by the remaining pages within the prefetch
window (a related approach is proposed in [26]). After issuing
all reads, Fastswap poll waits for the faulted read to complete.
By issuing the faulted read first, we overlap the latency of
allocating physical pages for prefetch reads and the latency
of issuing the prefetch RDMA reads, with the RDMA read
for the faulted page. Figure 3 shows how Fastswap services
a page fault and associated prefetches.
Handling faulted pages and prefetched pages separately

minimizes the cost of missed prefetches. For example, assume
page fault 1 occurs on address F1, with an associated set of
prefetch pages P1. Our swap systemwill issue reads for F1 and
P1, and poll until the read for F1 completes. At this point, the
page fault handler will return to user space. Then, suppose
page fault 2 occurs on address F2 where F2 <P1 (i.e., a prefetch
miss). Fastswap can fetch F2 without waiting for any page in
P1, whereas previous systemswould need towait for all pages
in P1 before the F2 read could finish [34, 47].

4.3 Memory Reclaim

Wehave covered how the Fastswap swap system brings pages
from far memory into local memory. Nowwe describe how
Fastswap reclaims memory so that processes do not use more
localmemory than their allowed share. Fastswapmoves recla-
mationoffthecriticalpathofpage faulthandlingbymodifying
the cgroup memory controller.
In general, memory reclaim is needed when memory in a

cgroup grows beyond its allowed limit, or conversely, when
a cgroup’s memory limit shrinks. In Fastswap, memory in
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a cgroup increases when page faults bring pages from far
memory into local memory, or when a process allocates addi-
tional memory. Meanwhile, memory limits shrink when our
far memory-aware scheduler chooses to carve out memory
to fit additional processes (see §5).
Traditionally, after reading a faulted page, the memory

controller charges the page to its cgroup. Then, the controller
checks if the cgroup has more memory than its allowed share.
If there are excess pages, they are directly reclaimed and pos-
sibly evicted to far memory. Direct reclaim takes place in the
context of the page fault handler, so it prevents the CPU from
returning to user space and continuing workload execution.
As we show in §6.4.3, memory reclaim in Linux is surpris-

ingly expensive, consuming 62-85% of the kernel time when
our applications have 50% of their memory in far memory.
To reduce these costs, whenever a node is using far memory,
our modified memory controller offloads memory reclaim to
a dedicated reclamation CPU (Figure 2); we call this process
offloaded reclaim. Offloadingmemory reclaim allows the CPU
that caused a page fault to return to user spacewithout spend-
ing time on direct reclaim. Recent efforts have used a similar
approach for offloading cold memory compression [43] and
packet processing [22, 52] to dedicated CPUs.
Offloaded reclaim is not suitable for all situations, e.g., to

reclaim pages in response to large memory allocations, or in
response to a large limit shrink. In these situations, offloaded
reclaim can become a bottleneck because the reclaimer is
shared across CPUs.

Toprevent cgroups fromsignificantly exceeding theirmem-
ory allocation, Fastswap gives each cgroup a small threshold
α of memory above its limit. When a cgroup first reaches
its memory limit, the memory controller requests offloaded
reclaim. If the reclaimer is busy and cannot service reclama-
tion requests fast enough, memory in the requesting cgroup
will keep increasing. Once the cgroup exceeds its memory
limit by α , page fault handlers for the cgroup will perform
direct reclaim as well. This guarantees that the cgroup does
not exceed its limit bymore thanα . In our implementationwe
use α =8MB. If a node is not using far memory, the reclaimer
is idle, so the CPU can be used to execute jobs.
Regardless of whether memory reclaim is direct or of-

floaded, when evicting pages to far memory, we poll for their
completions. A page can be fully reclaimed only after its write
to far memory finishes. At this point, the cgroup memory
allocation decreases and the kernel can reuse the page. Since
memory reclaim is done in batches, using interrupts forwrites
would delay observable reclaim and could cause more page
reclaims than required. With polling, the cgroup memory
counter decreases immediately after the write completes.

Figure 4. Performance degradation of applications from
Table 1 using Fastswap. The constant local memory time
line depicts A=B (§5.2).

5 FarMemory-Aware Scheduler
In this section we describe how CFMmakes scheduling de-
cisions for a cluster equipped with far memory. Our sched-
uler uses bin-packing to allocate memory between jobs, and
gains greater flexibility by allowing jobs to use far memory
in addition to local memory. Intuitively, this can improve job
throughput by allowing each node to fit additional jobs when
memory is the constraining resource. However, the use of
far memory slows down individual jobs, and as a result it is
unclear how this impacts the overall makespan.

We define the memory requestmemi of job i to be the max-
imum it uses during execution; if allocatedmemi of memory,
job i would not incur any hard page faults. Given a set of jobs
and their CPU and memory requirements, there is a maxi-
mum number of jobs we can fit onto a single server. By using
cgroups and CFM, we can rebalance the local memory that
jobs use in a node, and free up enough local memory to fit
additional jobs. When a cgroup is shrunk, pages are evicted
to far memory such that memory of the cgroup does not ex-
ceed the new limit. In general, the cost of shrinking is the
slowdown jobs experience, and the network bandwidth and
latency to move memory from local to far memory.

5.1 Job Degradation Profiles

The performance degradation applications experience when
they trade local memory for far memory is application depen-
dent (see §6.1.2 for details on the applicationsweuse). Figure 4
shows how the runtime of several jobs (each normalized by
its runtimewith 100% localmemory) increases aswe decrease
the local memory ratio, or the fraction of the job’s memory
that is local. Some applications such as tensorflow-inception
experience very little slow down (at most 10.5%) when using
far memory, while others experience significant slowdowns
(e.g., spark’s runtime triples when using 40% far memory).

Therefore, a scheduler thatuses farmemorycannot treat ev-
ery job the same—it needs additional information that allows
it to model the job slowdown in order to optimize workload
makespan. Thus, for each application thatwe use in the rest of
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the paper, we create a degradation profile 2 that estimates the
runtime fi (ri ) at different local memory ratios ri . To create a
degradation profile, we measure the application’s runtime at
several discrete localmemory ratios using Fastswap, and then
use polynomial fitting to create a continuous function that
the memory policy uses (explained in the next subsection).

Using jobprofileshas limitations; inparticular, applications
mustfinish so their profiles canbe computed, and applications
must have similar performance degradation when using far
memory across different executions. It may be possible to
use page fault frequencies to model job slowdown instead of
pre-computed profiles; we leave exploring this to futurework.

5.2 FarMemory Scheduling Policies

Our scheduler is simple and follows conventional designs [61],
except when dealing with memory. When new jobs arrive,
they are added to a pending queuewhich keeps jobs in arrival
order. Whenever the pending queue is not empty, the sched-
uler tries to assign jobs to nodes in the job-arrival order. For
each job, the scheduler iterates through all nodes in order to
find one that has a sufficient number of cores and memory
available for the job. We iterate through the nodes in random
order to improve the average runtime for finding such a node,
andthe job isplacedonthefirst suchnode found. Ifnonodehas
sufficient resources to execute a job,we leave it in the pending
queue. In this work we do not consider job preemption.
When scheduling jobs, the scheduler needs to make two

decisions. First, in the loop above it must decide if a job “fits”
on a node (i.e., perform job admission control); in order to do
so, we rely on a fit function provided by the memory policy.
The fit function begins by checking if sufficient cores are
available to execute the job; if not, we declare that the job does
not fit on the node. If sufficient cores are available, we use a
heuristic to determine whether sufficient local memory can
be made available at the node, and enough free far memory
remains to execute the job. If so, we say that the job fits on
the node; otherwise, we say that it does not.
Second, once a node with sufficient resources has been

found, we need to decide howmuch local memory to give the
job. This is done by the rebalance function provided by the
memory policy. The rebalance function revises the memory
allocations of jobs executing on the node, so it is called before
a new job is started to free enough local memory for the new
job, and after a job finishes, in order to distribute localmemory
back across the remaining jobs. rebalance does not use far
memory unless it needs to.
Next, we discuss several memory policies that we con-

sidered in terms of the fit and rebalance functions they
provide.

2We note that our degradation profile is similar to Miss Ratio Curves [63],
except in MRC the y-axis is miss ratio, whereas in our profile it is job
execution slowdown.

Uniform policy.When a set of jobs on a machine requires
more memory than is available locally, this policy shrinks
all jobs uniformly up to a minimum ratio α . For example, if
α =0.75, then the policy will trade up to 25% of local memory
for far memory on every job. This policy uses this minimum
ratio both to determine if jobs fit and to rebalance memory
allocations. Although simple, this policy does not take into ac-
count the fact that different jobs slowdown differently when
they are shrunk to the same ratio. In addition, the same ratio
will mean different amounts of far memory depending on
howmuch memory each job uses.
Variable policy. This policy improves upon uniform by al-
lowing per-job minimum ratios. We chose minimum ratios
for jobs that correspond to a 20% slowdown—we empirically
determined 20% to be a good trade off between job slowdown
and improved makespan. The fit function returns true if
1) there is enough memory on the machine for all jobs, in-
cluding the incoming job, to have at least the amount of local
memory specified by their minimum ratio, and 2) the cluster
has sufficient far memory for the residuals. The rebalance
function adjusts memory allocations by reducing local mem-
ory proportionally for each job according to its minimum
ratio. Therefore, the minimum ratio of each job determines
its friendliness for using far memory. Rebalancing jobs pro-
portionally based on their minimum ratios requires users to
define it for each job. Since this policy scales localmemory lin-
early for each job, it performs best if performance degradation
is also linear up to the minimum ratio.
Memory-time policy. Using insights gained from the pre-
vious policies, we designed a policy that directly captures the
fact that jobs that use far memory experience nonlinear slow-
downs. As a result, rather than relying on manually specified
minimum ratios, this policy makes use of the memory-time
product, which we explain next, to determine the best local
memory ratio for each job in a nodewhenrebalance is called.
Given a set of memory-constrained jobs, the asymptotic

makespan for these jobs is given by [32, 33, 61]:

makespan≈
memorytime

local_mem·utilization

wherememorytime is the sumof all the jobs’memory require-
ments multiplied by their runtime, local_mem is the total
available local memory in the cluster, and utilization is the av-
erageutilizationof localmemory in the cluster. Intuitively, the
product of memory requirement and runtime captures how
much memory a job consumes during its execution. Without
far memory,memorytime is fixed because the amount of local
memory a job uses and its duration are both fixed. The total
local memory in the cluster is similarly fixed. Therefore, pre-
vious research on scheduling to lower makespan, or improve
throughput, could only focus on increasing the denominator
by improving utilization [32].
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Figure 5. How a job can reduce its local memory consump-
tion by using far memory. A is the original memory-time
productwhennofarmemoryisused.B+Cisthenewmemory-
time product, where B is the local portion, and C is the far
portion of the product. r is the localmemory ratio of the job.

With far memory, we can decrease localmemorytime and
increase utilization to further improve makespan. Since we
use far memory only when local memory is fully utilized,
utilization is commonly very high. In addition,memorytime
is no longer fixed at

∑N
i=1memi · fi (1) but is instead flexible:

memorytime=
N∑
i=1

memi ·ri · fi (ri )

As we increase far memory usage, the product ri · fi (ri )
depends on how gracefully a job’s performance degrades.
Figure 5 conceptually shows A, the original memory-time
product for a job using only local memory, and B+C, its new
memory-time product when using far memory (i.e., B is the
local memory-time product while C is the far memory-time
product). As long as the area of B is less thanA, a job’s local
memorytime can be reduced by trading some of its local mem-
ory for remote memory.When this is not the case, using addi-
tional far memory would increase a job’s local memory-time,
so our scheduler must not reduce a job’s memory ratio below
this point. As illustrated in Figure 4 with the constant local
memory-time curve, for many jobs the slowdown is graceful
enough that they can be shrunk significantly without reach-
ing the point whereA and B have the same area. For example,
wecould shrink localmemoryat least 60% forall sixworkloads
except for spark and linpack. Therefore, our memory-time
policy can reduce localmemorytime by finding appropriate
local memory ratios for each job. For example, for ri = 0.5,
if fi (0.5) < 2 · fi (1), then we reduce the local memory-time
product because we save half of the job’s local memory while
incurring less than twice the slowdown.
We turn this insight into a better local memory rebalanc-

ing policy by considering three factors. First, to optimize for
makespan, we should pick local memory ratios for each job
to minimize the sum of their local memory-time products
(i.e., the sum of the A’s of existing jobs in the machine). If
we had unlimited far memory, this would be sufficient. How-
ever, given that we have a limited amount of far memory
that is shared by several machines we also need to ensure
efficient allocation of far memory. Unfortunately, optimizing

memory allocations over all local and far memory is at least
APX-Hard [64] and thus not feasible in our setting.

To resolve this, CFMoptimizes each node independently by
choosing localmemoryratios for jobs such that theymaximize
the ratio between the savings in local memory-time products
and the increase in far memory usage. This avoids global op-
timization while still using local and far memory efficiently.
We do this by solving the following optimization problem:

maximize
ri :i=1, ...,N

A−B

C

subject to
N∑
i=1

memi ·ri =local_mem

A−B =

N∑
i=1

memi ·(1−pi )· fi (1)−memi ·(1−pi )·ri · fi (ri )

C =

N∑
i=1

memi ·(1−pi )·(1−ri )· fi (ri )

wherepi is a ratio between0 and1 that represents theprogress
of this job according to its profile, and (1−pi ) · fi (ri ) is the
remaining run time for job i using local memory ratio ri .
ThereforeA−B is the total local memory-time product sav-
ing,C is the total far memory-time product, and the equality
constraint ensures that local memory is fully utilized.

Eachnode tracks theprogressof itsown jobs (updatingeach
pi when the local memory ratios change) and solves the op-
timization problemwhen rebalance is executed. The dimen-
sion of this optimization is the number of jobs running on the
node, and it converges in a small number of iterations using
conventional optimization tools; i.e., we found that SciPy [62]
was fast enough for our scheduler and our simulator.

The memory-time policy does not prescribe how to deter-
mine whether or not a job fits on a machine; i.e., it is not
involved in job admission. For simplicity, we use the same
fit function as the variable policy. We leave more advanced
admission control schemes (e.g., [32]) for future work.

Although CFM does not primarily target latency-sensitive
production workloads, it is flexible enough to exempt these
from using far memory. We can do so by specifying a mini-
mum admission memory ratio of 100% for the job in the fit
function, and by giving the job a profilewhere f (1)=runtime,
and f (anything else)=∞. Note that this way, other jobs can
still trade local memory for far in order to fit the far memory-
exempt job. We leave for future work analysis and evaluation
of these scenarios; in this paper we assume every workload
can be slowed down.

5.3 Scheduler Implementation

Our scheduler is comprised of a central scheduler and a per-
node daemon. We implemented both in 1500 lines of Python.
The central scheduler implements the design outlined in §5.2,
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and uses gRPC to communicate with all daemons. When the
scheduler dispatches jobs to a daemon, the daemon creates
a cgroup with a memory limit for it— the memory limit is
defined by the memory policy being used. Often, the memory
limit is smaller than the amount of memory the job needs,
which triggers far memory usage. The scheduler can be con-
figured to not use farmemory at all; in this case, the scheduler
propagates this configuration to the daemons so they will not
use far memory.

6 Evaluation
Our evaluation of CFM focuses on three main questions:

1. How does CFM perform in a real testbed? (§6.2)
2. What are the benefits of far memory and when should

one use far memory instead of local memory? (§6.3)
3. How do CFM’s individual components contribute to its

overall performance? (§6.4)

6.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate CFM on a small testbed rack and in simulation
at rack scale using a cluster simulator.
Testbed rack.Our testbed consists of 14 machines; we use 9
as compute nodes, 1 as the scheduler, and up to 4 as memory
servers. Each machine has an 8-core Intel Xeon E5-1680 v2
CPU, 32 GB of memory and a 40 Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-
3 NIC. We use one hyperthread on each core and disable
TurboBoost and CPU frequency scaling in order to reduce
variability. Each machine runs Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux ker-
nel version 4.11. Each job runs in its own cgroup; memory
and core allocations are decided by the CFM scheduler.
Cluster simulator.We implemented our own cluster sim-
ulator in 2200 lines of Python. It implements the same fit
and rebalance functions as our testbed implementation. Our
simulator takes as input a degradation profile for each job pro-
duced by using Fastswap (§5.1), and uses these to determine
how long each job takes to complete, given the memory re-
sources allocated to it. If the cluster scheduler changes a job’s
local memory allocation during its execution, our simulator
adjusts the job’s remaining runtime accordingly. Since our
profiles are generatedwhen applications are executed individ-
ually, our simulation results represent abest caseperformance
analysis of using far memory. We evaluate the accuracy of
our simulator in §6.3. Our simulated cluster consists of 1 rack
of 40 machines, each with 48 cores and 192 GB of memory.

6.1.1 EvaluatedSystems. Weevaluate four systems. First,
we evaluate a baseline cluster that uses only local memory,
denoted byNofar. To understand the benefits of additional
local memory, we useNofar (+X%) to denote the configura-
tion in which each machine in the baseline cluster has been
augmented with X% additional local memory. Second, we
evaluate Infiniswap [34], a system that enables applications

Benchmark Memory (GB) # cpus

linpack 1.56 4

quicksort 8.05 1

kmeans 4.73 1

tensorflow-inception 2.07 2

memcached 12.00 2

spark-pagerank 4.29 3

Table 1. Applications that comprise our workloads.

to leverage remote memory on other servers (rather that in
a dedicated memory server), via RDMA. Infiniswap requires
writing to disk to correctly function in a cluster. However,
we found that writing to disk severely degrades its perfor-
mance, so we include a modified version where we disabled
writing to disk. Infiniswap does not specify how to schedule
jobs, so we only evaluate it in single-job experiments. Third,
we implemented a FastswapDRAM backend for comparison
and to understand how swapping operations are impacted by
RDMA performance.
Finally, we evaluate CFM using the memory-time policy

unless specified otherwise. We use Far (+X%) to denote the
configuration in which the cluster runs CFM and has been
provisioned with far memory such that the cluster’s total
memory is X% more than in Nofar. When evaluating any
Far configuration, we use one fewer server per rack than in
Nofar to ensure that there is available space in the rack for a
memory server to support far memory.3 In addition, when far
memory is in use, CFMdedicates at least one core per server to
running the reclaimer. We found that one core was sufficient
for the reclaimer on our 8-core testbed machines; based on
its utilization (39.5% on average), we estimate that our larger
simulated 48-core machines require 3 reclaimer cores and
thus we give three fewer cores per simulated server for CFM.

6.1.2 JobsandWorkloads. In theexperiments that follow,
a job can be any of the applications described in Table 1. We
focus on applications that can benefit from cluster through-
put improvements such as analytics applications. We now
describe each application in more detail. linpack is a linear al-
gebra performance benchmark, and we use an Intel provided
binary which we limit to use 4 CPUs [7]. quicksort uses the
C++ standard library to sort 8GB of integers. kmeans uses
sklearn to classify 15M samples [9]. tensorflow-inception
does inference on an inception reference implementation for
benchmarking [10].memcached uses memaslap to SET 30M
keys and then query 100M keys using the ETC distribution
(i.e., 5%SET, 95%GET),whilememcached is pinned to another
CPU [12, 34]; memcached could be used as a parameter server
in this context. spark-pagerank uses a dataset of 685K nodes
and 7.6M edges [45].

3Because the CFM configurations use one fewer server, Far (+0%) has one
server’s worth of far memory, to yield the same total rack memory asNofar.
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m2c Nofar Far (+0%) Far (+11%) Far (+33%)

1.0 1.00 1.05 1.04 1.07

1.2 1.00 1.12 1.08 1.10

1.4 1.00 1.07 1.12 1.11

1.6 1.00 1.15 1.21 1.28

Table 2. Makespan improvement in testbed normalized to
Nofar (i.e., 9 node cluster without farmemory).

Aworkload is a list of 6000 mixed jobs with uniformly ran-
dom arrivals. Every workload has at least one instance of
each job from Table 1. We characterize workloads using two
properties:m2c andpackability.4m2c captures how awork-
load’s demand for memory relative to compute compares to
that of the underlying cluster. For a workloadW with N jobs
and a clusterC withCcpu cores andCmem GB of memory, we
definem2c as:

m2c(W ,C)=
∑N

j=1memj ·durationj∑N
j=1cpuj ·durationj

·
Ccpu

Cmem

For example, a workload that consists of jobs that require the
full memory but only half the cores of any machine in the
cluster has an m2c of 2. To produce workloads with a given
range of m2c values, we randomly generate many workloads
by varying the ratio of each job in the workload, and then
select those that have an m2c within the given range.
Packability captures how easily a workload’s jobs can be

scheduled in a cluster without using far memory. We de-
fine the packability metric for a workload and cluster as the
makespan achievedwhen all of a cluster’s resources (memory
and cores) are pooled into one large server (eliminating any
resource fragmentation),5 divided by the makespan achieved
in the default Nofar configuration. Thus, a packability of
close to one indicates that a workload suffers little from re-
source fragmentation; as fragmentation increases, packability
decreases.6

6.2 Testbed Performance

We use our testbed to evaluate how far memory behaves in
real executions using our far memory-aware scheduler (§5)
and Fastswap (§4). In this subsection, Far (+0%) is an 8-node
rack with 32 GB of far memory, andNofar is a 9-node rack
without far memory. We further explore the performance of
Far by adding 32 GB and 96 GB of memory to the far memory
server, yielding the Far (+11%) and Far (+33%) configurations.
We evaluate workloads that have m2c between 1.0 and 1.6,
with a granularity of 0.2; in each case, we picked a single
workload with an m2c close to the prescribed value.

4Bothof theseproperties dependon the infrastructure onwhich theworkload
is run. Since we use a particular rack configuration as a baseline, we refer
to these two measures without specifically mentioning the infrastructure.
5This pooling approach mimics the upper bound described in [32].
6Note that packability is defined with respect to a certain cluster scheduling
algorithm; we assume jobs are scheduled as described in §5.2.

Figure 6. Job execution time slowdown when using far
memory, relative to execution time inNofar, in our testbed.
Left shows workloads with m2c = 1.2 and right shows
workloads withm2c=1.6.

Table 2 shows the makespan improvement over Nofar.
We make three key observations from these results. First,
for memory-constrained workloads, using far memory re-
ducesmakespan.Most notably, with the same amount of total
memory, Far (+0%) outperformsNofar in throughput by 5-
15%. Second, far memory helps more when workloads have
a higher m2c. In the extreme case, Far (+33%) outperforms
Nofar by 28%. Third, additional far memory does not always
lead to better performance. The reasons are two-fold: (1) Addi-
tional memory can help only when memory is the constrain-
ing resource. Therefore, when workloads have a lowm2c, a
small amount of far memory can sufficiently mitigate con-
tentionovermemory, so additional farmemoryprovidesmini-
malbenefits. (2)Asweobserve fromFar (+11%)andFar (+33%)
foranm2cof1.4, addingmore farmemorycanslightlydegrade
performance. We believe this is due to our overeager admis-
sion policy; i.e., memory-time uses the variable policy for
admission control (see §5.2). In other words, it is possible that
a job is admitted using a large fraction of far memory, while a
better decisionwouldhavebeen towait andadmit the job later
using less farmemory, resulting in lighter slowdown.We leave
the design of a better admission control policy as future work.
While CFM improves cluster throughput, it does increase

the execution time of individual jobs. Figure 6 shows the CDF
of execution time slowdown when using far memory relative
to the same job’s execution time in Nofar, in our testbed.
When the workloads are lightly memory constrained (i.e.,
m2c=1.2), using far memory slows down jobs by 0.2%–1.1%
at the median, and by 35%–37% at the 99th percentile. As the
workloads become more constrained by available memory,
our scheduler can use more far memory at the expense of job
execution time. As such, whenm2c=1.6, using far memory
slows down jobs by 2%–13.4% at the median, and 28%–45% at
the 99th percentile.
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6.3 Rack-scale Evaluation

We use our simulator to evaluate the benefits of far memory
for a full rack of 40 machines.

6.3.1 Simulation Validation. To validate that our simu-
lator accurately emulates the behavior of our testbed exper-
iment, we simulated the executions presented in Table 2. We
found that our simulatedmakespans ranged from9% less than
to 3%more than the actualmakespansmeasured in the testbed.

6.3.2 Benefits of FarMemory. We quantify the benefits
of far memory in a rack by simulating many workloads with
different amounts of far memory. Each workload has 6000
mixed jobs from Table 1, and lasts for an average of 107 min-
utes of simulated time. For this experiment, we consider three
different ranges of m2c values: [0.75,0.85], [1.15,1.25] and
[1.55,1.65]; each range includes 260 different workloads and
each makespan is the average of 15 trials. Every workload is
simulatedwithout farmemory (i.e., Nofar) andwith different
amounts of added far memory (i.e., Far (+X%)); we compute
the percent improvement in makespan, relative toNofar, for
each far memory configuration.
In Figure 7, each CDF shows the distribution of workload

makespan improvements for a given m2c range and amount
of far memory. Figure 7a demonstrates that for workloads
that are on average CPU-constrained rather than memory-
constrained (m2c values between 0.75 and 0.85), adding far
memory imposes a small performance penalty of 6% at the
median and 7% at the 99th percentile. This is because with
far memory the rack has one fewer server, and if far mem-
ory is used, each server dedicates 3 cores to handle memory
reclamation leaving fewer cores for jobs.

For workloads that are on average slightly or significantly
memory-constrained, adding far memory provides benefits
for all workloads and amounts of far memory. Even for the
configuration with the smallest amount of far memory (i.e.,
192 GB, or Far (+0%)), which replaces a compute server with
a memory server with an equivalent amount of far memory,
makespan improves at themedian by 3% and 11%, as Figure 7b
and 7c show. Even though this configuration has the same
total amount of memory and many fewer cores per rack than
Nofar, it achieves lowermakespans because the presence of a
sharable far memory allows jobs to be packed onto machines
that have available cores but not memory, thereby enabling
resources to be used more efficiently.

Adding additional farmemory continues to provide further
benefits. For m2c values in [1.15,1.25], improvements relative
to Nofar plateau at a median of 12% with Far (+17.5%); for
m2c values in [1.55,1.65] improvements continue until our
largest farmemorypointFar (+37.5%)with amedian improve-
ment of 47%.We expect improvements to plateau because our
memory policy prevents jobs from being admitted if doing so
would require shrinking any job beyond its minimum ratio.

Further, when a previously memory-constrained node has
enough far memory, memory stops being the constraining
resource, CPUs become the limiting resource, and additional
far memory provides no benefit.
While we explicitly controlled the m2c ratio in our work-

loads, packability (as defined in §6.1) arises from the difficulty
ofpacking jobs fromeachworkload in the rack. Figure8 shows
improvement inmakespan for Far (+17.5%), relative toNofar,
for a wide range of m2c values ([1.15,1.65]). It illustrates the
effect that packability has on throughput improvement when
far memory is available. As packability decreases, workloads
are harder to pack inNofar, so far memory is able to provide
more benefit; the median improvement at (0.93,0.96] is 12.5%
while the median improvement at (0.85,0.88] is 25.8%. Thus
weobserve that bothm2c and packability can significantly im-
pact the makespan improvements a workload achieves from
far memory.

6.3.3 Adding Far Memory vs. Local Memory. We now
evaluate system performance when adding far memory com-
pared to adding memory locally to each machine, i.e., Nofar
(+X%). We aim to answer the question “If I purchase X GB of
memory, should I add X

N GB to each machine or X GB to a
shared memory server?”We again consider different ranges
of m2c values. For each range and memory configuration,
Figure 9 plots the median percent improvement in makespan,
relative toNofar.
When we add memory locally to each server, we can only

do so in a few discrete amounts dictated by the current mem-
ory configuration and standard DIMM sizes (§2.1). For our
simulated rack where each machine has 192 GB of memory,
we consider two ways of initially provisioning each machine:
(1) with 12×16 GBDIMMs, and (2) with 24×8 GBDIMMs. The
smallest feasible upgrade for case 1 involves purchasing 48
GB per server, for an additional rack memory of 1.92 TB and
a total rack memory of 9.6 TB. The smallest feasible upgrade
for case 2 requires purchasing 12×16 GB=192 GB and discard-
ing 12×8 GB=96 GB per machine, resulting in an additional
3.84 TB of memory in the rack and a total purchased memory
of 15.36 TB (including the discarded memory). We simulate
these twoupgrade options and illustrate them in Figure 9with
the stars at x=9.6 TB (Nofar (+25%)) and x=15.36 TB (Nofar
(+50%)), respectively.

We see that overall it is better to add memory locally on
everymachine, rather thanadd the same total amount ofmem-
ory as far memory, in terms of the makespan. For example,
whenm2c >1.15 and 9.6 TB of memory are given to the rack,
Nofar (+25%)has amakespan that is lower by 2.5%on average
across the different m2c ratios, relative to Far (+25%) (see x =
9.6TB in Figure 9). Similarly, whenwe add 3.84 TB to the rack,
doing so locally results in amakespan that is lower by 9.7% on
average, relative to Far (+50%), shown by the right-most set
of stars vs. the right-most dots. However, with farmemorywe
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Figure 7. The percent improvement in workload makespan, relative to the Nofar configuration, for workloads with three
different ratios ofmemory to compute (m2c).

Figure 8. The impact of packability on farmemory’s ability
to improve makespan with Far (+17.5%) for workloads with
1.15<m2c≤1.65.

canaddmemoryatfinergranularity. Thus, ifwedonotwant to
invest themoney required to addmemory to all machines in a
rack,we can reapmuch of the performance benefits by adding
memory toa farmemory server insteadat a fractionof the cost.
For example, for an m2c ratio in [1.75,1.79], we could achieve
a median makespan improvement of 36% by adding 48 GB lo-
cally toeachmachine,orwecouldachieve58%of that improve-
ment by adding 30% as much far memory with Far (+7.5%).

These results also have implications for how racks should
be constructed in the future. Figure 9 demonstrates that for
m2c >1.15, the smallest far memory configuration Far (+0%)
achieves an average of 9.3% improved makespan relative
to Nofar (+0%). This suggests that if your workloads are
even slightly memory-constrained when you build your rack,
you will achieve better performance by equipping it with 39
servers and 1 memory server with an equivalent amount of
memory, than by equipping it with 40 servers, despite the
loss of one server’s worth of cores. Furthermore, this design
allows you to easily add more memory as workloads change
in the future.

Figure 9.Makespan improvement as we addmemory to the
cluster in different ways, for workloads with different m2c
values. Dots show addition of far memory, while stars are
addition of local memory, for a given amount of purchased
memory.

6.4 Microbenchmarks

We now use microbenchmarks to study CFM’s performance
and how it is impacted by Fastswap’s design elements. The
benchmarks in this subsection were executed in our testbed
setup, unless noted otherwise.

6.4.1 Page Fetch Rate. In this benchmark, we measure
how quickly Fastswap can fetch pages over the network. Our
benchmark triggers page fetches as quickly as possible by per-
formingmemory reads that are strided by the size of a page (4
KB) such that eachmemory read causes amajor page fault. To
isolate the performance of fetches, we prevent evictions from
occurring during the experiment. We run multiple instances
of the benchmark process and pin each to its own core.
We evaluate Fastswap as well as a variant of Fastswap in

which all page fetches (including those for the faulting page)
raise interrupts on completions (Fastswap-interrupt-only).
We also evaluate Infiniswap, bothwith andwithout asynchro-
nous writes to disk enabled, and a DRAM backend, which
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Figure 10. Page fetch rates supported by different swapping
backends when eviction is disabled (prefetch set size is 8
pages).

provides an upper bound on achievable performance using
Linux’s swapping mechanisms.
As shown in Figure 10, the DRAM backend’s fetch rate

scales sublinearly and achieves a peak page fault rate of 1.02M
pages/sec with 5 cores. Fastswap can achieve up to 80% of
this, peaking at 818,000 pages/sec with 7 cores. Even though
DRAMcan copy a page in <1us [57] compared to 3.9µs7 for an
RDMA read of 4KB, Fastswap achieves 80% of the fetch rate
of DRAM because of its hybrid polling-interrupt mechanism
to fetch pages. DRAM has no asynchronous mechanism: it
copies all pages synchronously whether for prefetching or
reading the faultingpage.Meanwhile, Fastswaponlywaits for
the faulting page, and handles prefetched pages via interrupts.
Fastswap-interrupt-only demonstrates the benefits of polling
for the fetched page; when all pages generate interrupts, it
takes even longer to finish fetching the faulting page, leading
to lower fetch throughput.
Infiniswap achieves significantly lower page fault rates,

peaking at 320k pages per second with 6 cores (39% of Fast-
swap), even without writes to disk. Unfortunately these rates
are insufficient to support our experiments. For our testbed
experiments described in §6.2 we observed peak page access
rates of 431k pages per second withm2c=1.6; therefore, In-
finiswap would not be able to support them.

6.4.2 Cgroup Memory Bandwidth. In this experiment,
we measure the memory bandwidth that cgroups using Fast-
swap provide to applications.We use STREAM, awell-known
industry standard benchmark [53]. This benchmark performs
operations over large regions of memory, triggering both
fetches and evictions. We configure the benchmark to use
4 GB of memory. As Figure 11 shows, we set the percent-
age of local memory to 90%, 50% and 10%. We report the
Triad component of the benchmark and measure the average
bandwidth instead of the peak bandwidth. Fastswap provides
6–78% higher bandwidth than Infiniswapwith 1 CPU and 25–
110% higher bandwidth with 4 CPUs. At 100% local memory,
1 CPU achieves 13,867 MB/s and 4 CPUs achieve 32,253 MB/s,
7Average 4KB RDMA read latency measured in our testbed.

Figure 11. Memory bandwidth achieved by the STREAM
benchmark for Fastswap and Infiniswap with different core
counts and local memory ratios.

Workloads % of kernel time Kernel time reduction

linpack 61.8% 37.7%

quicksort 72.9% 30.8%

kmeans 74.3% 25.5%

tensorflow-inception 76.7% 85.3%

spark 84.9% 35.6%

Table 3. Fraction of kernel time spent on direct mem-
ory reclamation without the Fastswap reclaimer and the
percentage reduction when the Fastswap reclaimer is used.

demonstrating that local memory can achieve 12.5× or 14.6×
as much bandwidth as far memory, respectively. This high-
lights the importance of continuing research efforts on lower-
ing swapping overheads to further improve its performance.

6.4.3 MemoryReclaimer. We evaluate the efficacy of the
Fastswap reclaimer (§4.3) by measuring the percent of kernel
time spent performing reclamation both with and without
the reclaimer. We run each application with 50% local mem-
ory and measure the time spent doing reclamation. Table 3
shows that without the reclaimer, 61.8–84.9% of kernel time
is spent performing direct reclaim. However, enabling the
reclaimer reduces this significantly so that applications spend
up to 85.3% less kernel time performing direct reclamation.
The reason why kernel time reduction is not 100% is that
the reclaimer cannot offload all memory reclaim when large
memory allocations occur, i.e., larger than α =8MB (see §4.3).

6.4.4 MemoryRebalancePolicies. Weuse simulation to
compare the threememoryrebalancepolicieswe introduced
before: uniform, variable, and memory-time (§5.2). We simu-
late the execution of 1000 workloads following our setup for
§6.3withm2cvalues between1.4 to 1.8 in a cluster thatmimics
our testbed cluster. We use high m2c workloads to highlight
thedifferences betweenmemoryrebalancepolicies, because
this is where far memory provides the most benefit. We set
the amount of far memory to 128 GB. Overall, memory-time
always performs slightly better than variable, and variable
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always performs significantly better than uniform. The me-
dian makespan improvement of memory-time over uniform
is 12.4%, and the median improvement of memory-time over
variable is 2%.

Webelievememory-timeperformsonly slightlybetter than
variable for two reasons. First, memory-time uses the vari-
able policy for job admission; therefore, memory-time can
improve performance relative to variable only by choosing
better shrink ratios. Second, memory-time’s improvements
over variable arise from non-linearity in job degradation pro-
files, but most of the jobs in this experiment have close to
linear degradation profiles. This is because at these high m2c
values,most jobs arememory-intensive jobs such as quicksort
and memcached, which have close to linear degradation pro-
files, rather than jobs like spark or kmeans whose profiles are
less linear (see Figure 4). We believe that a greater diversity
of job degradation profiles amongst the memory-intensive
applications would yield larger makespan improvements for
memory-time relative to variable.

7 Related work
Hardware resource disaggregation. The idea of disaggre-
gating hardware resources in datacenters has gained popular-
ity in recentyears.Asa result, recentworkhas consideredhow
to adapt various components of datacenters to support disag-
gregation, proposing new hardware designs [8, 11, 16, 25, 41,
48], operating systems [49, 58], memory abstractions [1, 59],
and network stacks [21], and studying the requirements im-
posed on underlying networks [30]. CFM’s scheduling poli-
cies and faster swapping mechanisms are complimentary to
these efforts.
Far memory access. Several previous systems have used
paging over a network to leverage remote memory [15, 18,
27, 29, 37, 48]. More recent efforts such as HPBD [47] and
Infiniswap [34] leverage RDMA to implement swapping over
the network with lower latency. Though Fastswap also imple-
ments swapping over RDMA, it overcomes several challenges
that limit the latency and throughput of swapping of these ex-
isting systems (§3.2.1). Another recent approach implements
“far memory” by compressing cold pages and storing them
locally in DRAM [43]. With this approach, the authors were
able to store about 20% of their data compressed in DRAM.
However, this approach has a limited ability to address the
ever-increasing demands for memory. Fabric Attached Mem-
ory [42] proposes to use farmemorywithout paging; however,
to the best of our knowledge no publicly available implemen-
tation of hardware exists yet.
Cluster scheduling.Many existing cluster schedulers such
as Decima [51], Tetris [32], and others [31, 33, 38] have con-
sidered how to pack jobs onto compute clusters in order to
maximize for efficientuseof cluster resources suchasmemory,
CPU, disk, and network. Cluster managers such as Borg [61],
Omega [56], YARN [60], and Mesos [36] schedule jobs across

machines at a large-scale (e.g., thousands of machines), while
also addressing issues such as failures and heterogeneous
hardware. However, none of these approaches specify how to
schedule jobswhen theirmemory can be split across local and
shared remote memory; we expect that Fastswap’s policies
could be incorporated into many of these schedulers.

8 Conclusion
This paper studies the confluenceof two trends: the increasing
memory requirements of cluster workloads, and the emer-
gence ofmemory disaggregation.We focus on twomain ques-
tions: (1) canwe develop fast swapping techniques and sched-
uling algorithms that make far memory feasible, and (2) can
we characterize some scenarios where the use of far memory
leads to reducedmakespans formemory-intensiveworkloads.
Our results suggest that the answer to both questions is “yes”.
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